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Abstract

The effective integration of decision procedures in formula simplification is a fundamental
problem in mechanical verification. In this paper we address the problem by proposing a general
pattern of interaction between rewriting and decision procedures and by providing an account of
such a pattern of interaction which is precise and concise at the same time. The first step amounts
to a generalization of contextual rewriting which allows the available decision procedure to access
and manipulate the rewriting context. We call this generalized form of contextual rewriting constraint
contextual rewriting (CCR for short). The second step amounts to providing a rule-based presentation
of CCR which ismodular, declarative, andformalat the same time. This allows us to give a rigorous
account of CCR and to formally state and prove its soundness and termination.
© 2003 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The effective integration of decision procedures in formula simplification is one of the
key problems in mechanical verification. Unfortunately the problem is not easy: while
it is relatively straightforward to plug a decision procedure inside a prover, to obtain an
effective integration can be a challenge. The main source of difficulty occurs when the
decision procedure is asked to solve goals containing symbols which are interpreted for
the prover but uninterpreted for the decision procedure. In such situations it is often the
case that the decision procedure cannot solve the problem at hand and therefore it is of no
help to the prover.

To cope with the problem,Boyer and Moore(1988) devised and implemented a
heuristics, calledaugmentation, which extends the information available to the decision
procedure with facts encoding properties of the symbols the decision procedure does not
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know anything about. In Boyer and Moore’s experience the heuristics is crucial to obtain
an effective integration: they found out that without the heuristics the decision procedure
is of limited use, whereas its introduction improves dramatically the performance of the
prover (both in speed and in decreased user interaction).

The problem with the augmentation heuristics is that it greatly complicates the integra-
tion schema and sophisticated strategies are needed to control the augmentation activity.
The complexity of the approach (together with the fact that in the 40 page long description
available inBoyer and Moore, 1988high level design decisions are intermixed with optimi-
zations) makes it very difficult for any attempt to modify, extend, reuse, and reason about
the resulting integration schema. For instance, even the proofs of basic and fundamental
properties such as soundness and termination can be so difficult to be impractical. This
situation has probably discouraged many, thereby preventing a wide use of the approach1.

In this paper we address the above problem by (i) putting forward a general pattern
of interaction between rewriting and decision procedures which generalizes Boyer and
Moore’s ideas and by (ii) providing an account of such a pattern of interaction which is
precise and concise at the same time.

The first step amounts to a generalization ofcontextual rewriting(see, e.g.Zhang and
Remy, 1985; Zhang, 1995) which allows the available decision procedure to access and
manipulate the rewriting context. We call this generalized form of contextual rewriting
constraint contextual rewriting(CCR(X) for short). The notation CCR(X) (by analogy
with the CLP(X) notation used to denote the Constraint Logic Programming paradigm
(Jaffar and Lassez, 1987)) is used to stress the independence of CCR(X) from the theory
decided by the decision procedure. CCR(X) is a powerful framework in which a variety of
reasoning strategies implemented in state-of-the-art mechanized reasoning systems can be
recast. For example,Armando and Ranise(1998) shows that contextual rewriting and the
integration schemas employed in the simplifiers ofNQTHM and Tecton (Kapur and Nie,
1994) are all instances of CCR(X), whereas a rational reconstruction of Maple’s evaluation
process in terms of CCR(X) is given inArmando and Ballarin(2001).

The second step amounts to providing a rule-based presentation ofCCR(X) which is
modular, declarative, andformalat the same time. This allows us to give a rigorous account
of CCR(X) (including the control issues associated with the augmentation heuristics)
and to formally state and prove its soundness and termination. Notice that—due to the
augmentation heuristics—the termination of CCR(X) is particularly difficult to achieve
since augmentation is mutually dependent from rewriting and it must be prevented from
indefinitely extending the set of facts available to the decision procedure.

Similarly to Boyer and Moore(1988) our work is addressed to those interested in the
effective integration of decision procedures in larger provers or in the design of decision
procedures intended for such a purpose. By using CCR(X) as a reference model, the
problem of the integration of decision procedures in formula simplification is reduced to
the implementation of a decision procedure for the fragment of choice whose interface
functionalities are as specified in the paper.

1 To our knowledgeNQTHM (and its descendant ACL2 (Kaufmann and Moore, 1997)), Tecton (Kapur et al.,
1994), and the system developed by the authors,RDL (Armando et al., 2001), are the only provers based on Boyer
and Moore’s original ideas.
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It is worth emphasizing that we do not address the problem ofcombiningdecision
procedures as done, e.g. inShostak(1984), Nelson and Oppen(1978), andCyrluk et al.
(1996). Instead, we focus on the complementary problem ofintegrating(or incorporating)
decision procedures (either compound or not) within formula simplification.

Plan of the paper.We begin inSection 2by means of an introductory discussion on
contextual rewriting. InSection 3we first present CCR(X) and then we thoroughly discuss
augmentation and the control problems it introduces. The soundness and termination of
CCR(X) are formally stated and proved inSection 4. The implementation of CCR(X)
available inRDL is presented and discussed inSection 5along with some experimental
results. The related work is discussed inSection 6. We conclude with some final remarks
in Section 7.

2. From contextual rewriting to constraint contextual rewriting

Contextual rewriting is an extended form of conditional rewriting whereby information
contained in the context of the expression being rewritten is used by the rewriting activity.
To illustrate, let us consider the problem of rewriting the literalp occurring in the clause
{p}∪E via a set of conditional rewrite rules, sayR. The key idea of contextual rewriting is
that while rewritingp (thefocusliteral) it is legal to assume the truth of the set of negations
of the literals inE (the(rewriting) context).

Example 1. Let R contain the conditional rule

X ≥ 0 →
√

X2 = X (1)

and let{n �≥ 0,n2 �= 2n,
√

2n= n} be the clause to be simplified. If we take
√

2n= n as
the focus literal, then the context is{n ≥ 0,n2 = 2n}. Notice that the left-hand side of (1),
i.e.

√
X2, does not match with the left-hand side of the focus literal, i.e.

√
2n. However, the

second element of the context, namelyn2 = 2n, allows us to rewrite the focus literal to√
n2 = n. The left-hand side of (1) now matches with (the rewritten version of) the focus

literal. Rule (1) can then be applied (leaving us with the identityn = n) provided that
the conditionn ≥ 0 can be established. This can be readily done asn ≥ 0 occurs in the
context.

As the previous example illustrates, the context is used both (i) to rewrite the focus literal
(possibly enabling the application of rewrite rules) and (ii) to establish the conditions of
conditional rewrite rules. In both cases the kind of reasoning applied amounts to reasoning
about the properties of ground equalities. Indeed a decision procedure for ground equali-
ties, as described for instance inNelson and Oppen(1980), suffices to support contextual
reasoning and hence to mechanize the reasoning ofExample 1. The key observation here
is that contextual rewriting can be obtained by combining traditional conditional rewriting
with a “decision procedure” capable of deciding whether any given literal is entailed by
the context and normalizing expressions w.r.t. the information available in the context2.

2 Consistently with the literature we use the term decision procedure in a very liberal sense. A precise definition
is given inSection 3.3.
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Furthermore we notice that the pattern of interaction between rewriting and the decision
procedure does not depend on the theory decided by the decision procedure. CCR(X) is
then the result of abstracting contextual rewriting from the theory decided by the decision
procedure employed. The traditional notion of contextual rewriting therefore becomes an
instance of CCR(X) whereby X is instantiated by a decision procedure for ground equali-
ties and new forms of contextual rewriting can be obtained by instantiating X to decision
procedures for different decidable theories.

To illustrate, let us assume that X is instantiated to a decision procedure for total orders
and let us consider the following variant ofExample 1.

Example 2. Let R be as inExample 1, and let
√

2n= n and{n ≥ 4,n2 − 2n ≥ 0,
n2 ≤ 2n} be the focus and the context respectively. Similarly toExample 1, the left-hand
side of (1) does not match with the left-hand side of the focus literal. However—unlike in
Example 1—the equationn2 = 2n is not directly available in the context. Such an equality
is nevertheless entailed by (the second and third element of) the context and therefore we
assume that the decision procedure rewrites the focus literal to

√
n2 = n. This step enables

the matching of the left-hand side of (1) and therefore we are left with the problem of
establishing the conditionn ≥ 0 which is easily found to be a consequence of the context
by the decision procedure.

It is worth pointing out that contextual rewriting differs from conventional rewriting in
two essential ways. Firstly proofs do not have a linear structure. This feature (inherited
from conditional rewriting) is due to the presence of subsidiary proofs needed to establish
the conditions of conditional rewrite rules. This results in a hybrid notion of proof which
combines the linear structure of reduction proofs with the tree-structured proofs of sequent
calculi. Secondly, due to the dependency from the context, rewriting is a ternary relation
and not a binary relation as in conventional rewriting. These considerations motivate the
definition of contextual reduction systems introduced inSection 3.2.

3. Constraint contextual rewriting

3.1. Preliminaries

For the sake of simplicity in this paper we consider quantifier-free first-order languages
and we assume the usual conceptual machinery (e.g. the notion of substitution and the
definition ofpositionin an expression) as given, e.g. inDershowitz and Jouannaud(1990).
By Σ , Π (possibly subscripted) we denote finite sets of function and predicate symbols
(with their arity), respectively. Asignatureis a pair of the form(Σ ,Π ). V (possibly
subscribed) denotes a finite set of variables3. A (Σ ,V )-term is a term built out of the
symbols inΣ and the variables inV in the usual way. A(Σ ,Π ,V)-atom is either an

3 We use different fonts to emphasize the distinction between the variables and the symbols occurring in
signatures and the symbolism used in the informal presentation. For instance we use the notation “x” for a
symbol which is part of a given signature, “X” (capital letter) for a variable, and use the notations “x” and “X”
in the informal metamathematics. Similarly we use the notation=,<<<,≤,>>>,≥ when these symbols belong to a
given signature, and use the notation =,<,≤,>,≥ when they belong to the informal metamathematics.
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expressionq(t1, . . . , tn) whereq ∈ Π and ti is a (Σ ,V)-term (i = 1, . . . ,n) or one
of the propositional constantstrue and false denoting truth and falsity respectively.
(Σ ,Π ,V)-formulaeare built in the obvious way using the standard logical connectives
(i.e. ¬,∧,∨,→,↔). A (Σ ,Π ,V)-literal p is either a(Σ ,Π ,V)-atom,r (t1, . . . , tn), or
a negated(Σ ,Π ,V)-atom,¬r (t1, . . . , tn), andt1, . . . , tn are theargumentsof the literal,
in symbols args(p) = {t1, . . . , tn}. If P is a set of literals, then args(P) = ⋃

p∈P args(p).
A (Σ ,Π ,V)-expressionis a (Σ ,V )-term or a(Σ ,Π ,V)-formula. A (Σ ,Π ,V)-clause
is a disjunction of literals which we indicate as a finite set of(Σ ,Π ,V)-literals. We
write (Σ ,Π )-atom, (-literal, -expression, -clause) instead of(Σ ,Π ,∅)-atom (-literal,
-expression, -clause), and we writeΣ -term in place of(Σ ,∅)-term.

We write s �= t , s �<�<�< t , . . . in place of¬(s = t), ¬(s <<< t), . . . (resp.).e ∼ e′ stands
for e = e′ (e ↔ e′) if e and e′ are terms (formulae, resp.). Ifa is an atom, thena
abbreviates¬a and¬a stands fora. If Q is a set of literals, thenQ abbreviates{q : q ∈ Q},
Q → p abbreviates the clauseQ ∪ {p}, and

∧
Q stands for a conjunction of the literals

in Q.
A partial ordering on S is a transitive irreflexive binary relation≺ on S. If ≈ is an

equivalence relation onS, then we say that≈ is compatiblewith ≺, iff s′1 ≺ s′2 whenever
s1 ≈ s′1, s2 ≈ s′2, ands1 ≺ s2 for all s1, s2, s′1, s′2 ∈ S. If ≈ is an equivalence relation
compatible with≺, then� denotes the union of≺ and≈. We denote the multi-set extension
of ≺ (�) with ( resp.).

If φ is a (Σ ,Π ,V)-formula andΓ is a set of(Σ ,Π ,V)-formulae, thenφ is a logical
consequenceof Γ iff Γ � φ, where� denotes entailment in classical predicate logic
with equality. A (Σ ,Π ,V)-theory is a set of(Σ ,Π ,V)-formulae closed under logical
consequence. IfT is a theory, thenΓ �T φ abbreviatesT ∪ Γ � φ. A formula φ is
T-satisfiableiff there exists a model ofT ∪ {φ}, andT-unsatisfiableotherwise. A formula
φ is T-valid iff φ is a logical consequence ofT or, equivalently, iffφ ∈ T ; φ andψ are
T-equivalentiff (φ ↔ ψ) is T-valid.

In the following we consider two theoriesTc andTj of signature(Σc,Πc) and(Σ j ,Π j )

respectively s.t.Σc ⊆ Σ j , Πc ⊆ Π j , and Tc ⊆ Tj . The objective will be to simplify
(Σ j ,Π j )-expressions using a decision procedure forTc.

3.2. Contextual reduction systems

We now introduce the notion of contextual reduction system by generalizing that of
abstract reduction system given inKlop (1992). Let L be a set of labels. For all	 ∈ L,
let C	 and E	 be sets of expressions, andS(C	, E	) be the set of sequents of the form
c e e′ for all c ∈ C	 and e,e′ ∈ E	. A contextual reduction system(CRS for

short) is a structure〈{S(C	, E	)}	∈L ,R〉, whereR is a set ofinference rulesof the
form:

(r )
c1 e1 e′1 · · · cn en e′n

c e e′
if Cond (2)

wherer is the name of the inference rule andCondis a proposition stating the applicability
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conditions of the rule4. An 	-reduction of e0 to em in context cis an expression of the

form c e0 e1 · · · em−1 em with m ≥ 1 s.t. eitherm = 1, e1 = e0, and

Θ1 = [ ] (calledtrivial reduction) or c ei−1 ei (for i = 1, . . . ,m) is the conclusion

of an inference rule with premisesci, j ei, j e′i, j for j = 1, . . . ,ni and thej th element

of Θi is an	i, j -reduction ofei, j to e′i, j in contextci, j . The existence of a (non-trivial)
	-reduction ofe0 to em in contextc is denoted byc e0 em (c e0 em, resp.).

An 	-reduction of e0 in context cis any	-reduction ofe0 to em in contextc for some
em. An expressione is 	-reducible in context ciff there exists an expressione′ such that
c e e′; otherwisee is 	-irreducible in context c. An expressione′ is an	-normal form

of e in context c, in symbolsc e e′, iff c e e′ ande′ is 	-irreducible in contextc.

Let δ andδ′ be 	-reductions s.t.δ′ properly occurs inδ. We say thatδ′ is a maximal
	-reduction properly occurring inδ iff there is no other	-reductionδ′′ properly occurring
in δ andδ′ properly occurs inδ′′. A CRS isterminatingiff there exists a finite family of

well-founded relations{≺	}	∈L such that for all	 ∈ L and for all	-reductionsc e e′

we have that (i)〈c,e′〉 ≺	 〈c,e〉 and (ii) if c1 e1 e′1 is a maximal	-reduction properly

occurring inΘ then〈c1,e1〉 ≺	 〈c,e〉.
CRSs provide a formal way to specify a set of (contextual) reduction relations. As we

will see, this kind of relations turns out to be particularly useful when modelling CCR(X)
since they enjoy the following properties:

• CRSs areformalanddeclarativespecifications which provide support to the activity
of carrying out formal reasoning on the (contextual) reduction relations they present.
• A set of cooperating reasoning modules can be naturally specified by means of

a CRS. This naturally leads tomodular specifications which can be modified,
extended, and reasoned about in a natural way.
• CRSs arerelationalspecifications. Non-determinism can therefore be expressed in a

very natural way. This is an important feature when working at design level.

3.3. Reasoning specialists

According to the usual definition, a decision procedure forTc is a procedure which takes
a (Σc,Πc)-formula as input and returns a “yes-or-no” answer indicating whether the input
formula isTc-satisfiable or not. Unfortunately, although simple and conceptually elegant,
this definition is seldom adequate in practical applications. Efficiency considerations
require the procedure to beincremental, i.e. capable of processing parts of the input
problem as soon as they become available (see, e.g.Nelson and Oppen, 1978 for a
discussion on this issue). Moreover, the procedure is often required to return more than
a yes-or-no answer. For instance, it can be required the ability of “normalizing” any
given expression w.r.t. the information available in its internal state (cf.Example 2).

4 For termination it is convenient to implicitly assume (as we do in the sequel) that the conditione′ �= e is in
Cond.
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This generalized notion of decision procedure is captured by the notion of reasoning
specialist. Areasoning specialistis a state-based procedure whose states (calledconstraint
stores) are finite sets of(Σc,Πc)-literals represented in some internal form and whose
functionalities are abstractly characterized in the following way. IfC is a constraint store,
then‖C‖ denotes the set of literals represented byC. To simplify the presentation we will
often blur the distinction between constraint stores and the set of formulae they represent.
For instance, we will talk about the satisfiability ofC meaning the satisfiability of‖C‖.
Initialization of the constraint store

The first functionality we consider is the relationcs-init(C) which characterizes
the “empty” constraint stores.cs-init(C) is required to be a decidable relation s.t.
cs-init(C) holds only ifC is Tc-valid.

Detection of unsatisfiability
cs-unsat(C) characterizes a set ofTc-unsatisfiable constraint storesC whose

Tc-unsatisfiability can be checked by means of a computationally inexpensive syntactic
check. We require thatcs-unsat(C) is decidable and thatcs-unsat(C) implies theTc-
unsatisfiability ofC.

Constraint store simplification
The main functionality of the reasoning specialist is a transition relation over constraint

stores,P C C′, which models the activity of adding a finite set of(Σ j ,Π j )-

literalsP to C yielding a new constraint storeC′. The relation is modelled by the inference
rule:

(ax-cs-simp)
P C C′

.

The rule is such that wheneverP C C′ is an instance of the conclusion, then

(sound.cs-simp) P,C �Tc

∧
C′

and

(decreasing.cs-simp) 〈P,C′〉 ≺cs 〈P,C〉
hold, where≺cs is a well-founded relation over pairs of the form〈P,C〉.
Normalization

C e e′ computes a normal representation of an expressione w.r.t. the

information stored inC. The relation is modelled by the inference rule:

(ax-cs-normal)
C e e′

.

The rule is such that wheneverC e e′ is an instance of the conclusion, then

(sound.cs-normal) C �Tc e∼ e′
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Table 1
Definition ofν(c)

c ν(c) c ν(c) c ν(c)

t1 ≤ t2 {t1 ≤ t2} t1 �= t2 {t1 �= t2} t1 �<�<�< t2 {t2 ≤ t1}
t1 = t2 {t1 ≤ t2, t2 ≤ t1} t1 <<< t2 {t1 ≤ t2, t1 �= t2} t1 �≤ t2 {t2 ≤ t1, t1 �= t2}
t1 >>> t2 ν(t2 <<< t1) t1 �>�>�> t2 ν(t1 ≤ t2) t1 ≥ t2 ν(t2 ≤ t1)
t1 �≥ t2 ν(t1 <<< t2) otherwise ∅

and

(decreasing.cs-normal) e′ ≺e e

hold, where≺e is a well-founded ordering overΣ j -terms which is extended to(Σ j ,Π j )-
literals in the following way:true ≺e false ≺e p for all (Σ j ,Π j )-literals p /∈
{false, true}, ¬p ≈e p for all (Σ j ,Π j )-atomsp (where≈e is an equivalence relation
compatible with≺e), andp′ ≺e p iff args(p′) e args(p) for all (Σ j ,Π j )-atomsp andp′.

Example 3 (A Reasoning Specialist for Total Orders). LetΠc = {=,≤} andΣc = Σ j .
Tc is a(Σc,Πc)-theory for total orders. Constraint stores are finite sets of(Σc,Πc)-literals
of the formt1 ≤ t2, t1 = t2, or t1 �= t2 closed under the following inference rules:

(transitivity)
t2 ≤ t2 t2 ≤ t3

t1 ≤ t3
(antisymmetry)

t1 ≤ t2 t2 ≤ t1
t1 = t2

cs-init(C) holds iff C = ∅. cs-unsat(C) holds iff C contains two literals of the form
t1 = t2 andt1 �= t2. In this simple case, the set of literals represented by a constraint store
C coincides with the constraint store itself, i.e.‖C‖ = C.

Let ν be the function associating sets of(Σc,Πc)-literals to(Σc,Π j )-literals as defined
in Table 1. This function is extended to sets of(Σc,Π j )-literals, sayP, by ν(P) =⋃

c∈P ν(c). P C C′ holds iff ν(P) � C and in such a caseC′ is the result

of closing C ∪ ν(P) w.r.t. the application of (transitivity) and (antisymmetry). From
this it readily follows thatν(P) ⊆ C′ and this suggests that a suitable definition for
≺cs is 〈P′,C′〉 ≺cs 〈P,C〉 ≡ |ν(P′)\C′| < |ν(P)\C|. Relation≺e is a well-founded
ordering overΣ j -terms which is extended to(Σ j ,Π j )-literals as stated inSection 3.3.
(decreasing.cs-simp) trivially holds. C e e′ is defined to hold whenever

e = e[s]u, e′ = e[t]u, e′ ≺e e, ands = t ∈ C whereu is a position ofs in e. It is
easy to verify that and enjoy (sound.cs-simp) and (sound.cs-normal)

respectively.

3.4. Clause simplification and rewriting

A simple form of clause simplification can be modelled as the binary relation over
clauses, , defined by the following rules:

(cl-true)
E ∪ {true} {true} (cl-false)

E ∪ {false} E
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(cl-simp)
E C◦ C C p p′

E ∪ {p} E ∪ {p′} if cs-init(C◦)

The inference rulecl-true (cl-false) specifies how to simplify a clause when the constant
true (false, resp.) is in it.cl-simpsays that a literalp in a clauseE ∪ {p} can be replaced
by a new literalp′ obtained by constraint contextually rewritingp in contextC (premise
C p p′), whereC is obtained by extending the empty rewriting contextC◦ (condition

cs-init(C◦)) with the negated literals inE (premiseE C◦ C). is a

ternary relation modelling the interface with the reasoning specialist that for the time being
we assume it coincides with the relation, i.e. it is defined by:

(cs-simp)
P C C′

P C C′

where P is a finite set of(Σ j ,Π j )-literals. The relation is introduced for

modularity reasons and it will be extended inSection 3.5.
Let R be a finite set ofTj -valid clauses. The (ternary)constraint contextual rewriting

relation is defined by the following three rules. A literalp can be rewritten totrue in

rewrite contextC if the result of extending the context with the negation of the literal being
rewritten yields an unsatisfiable rewrite context. This is formalized by:

(cxt-entails)
{p} C C′

C p true
if

p is a(Σ j ,Πc)-literal and
cs-unsat(C′).

The activity of normalizing an expression w.r.t. the information stored in the rewriting
context is modelled by:

(normal)
C e e′

C e e′
.

Finally conditional rewriting is formalized by5:

(crew)
C Qσ ∅

C s[lσ ]u s[r σ ]u if
(Q → l = r ) ∈ R and
σ is a ground substitution s.t.
args(Qσ) ∪ {s[r σ ]u} e {s[lσ ]u}

i.e. rewrite the sub-expressionlσ at positionu in the expressions to the sub-expression
r σ in the rewriting contextC if a clause of the form(Q → l = r ) is in R, σ is a
ground substitution s.t.s[r σ ]u as well as the arguments of the literals inQσ are≺e-smaller
thans[lσ ]u, and the instantiated conditionsQσ can be recursively established in the same
rewriting contextC.

5 By abuse of notation we writeC Q ∅ in place ofC q truefor all q ∈ Q.
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Example 4 (ccr-Reduction). Let us consider the reasoning specialist ofExample 3and let
R contain (1). It can be shown that{n �≥ 0,n2 �= 2n,

√
2n = n} ∗ {true}. The closed

ccr-reduction occurring in the derivation of{n �≥ 0,n2 �= 2n,
√

2n= n} {true} is

C
√

2n= n
√

n2 = n · · ·

· · · √n2 = n n = n

where C = {0 ≤ n,n2 ≤ 2n, 2n ≤ n2,n2 = 2n, 2n = n2} is the result of
cs-extend-ing the empty constraint store with the literalsn ≥ 0 and n2 = 2n and
C′ = C ∪ {n ≤ 0,n �= 0,n = 0, . . .} is trivially unsatisfiable.

3.5. Augmenting the constraint store

Although the notion ofCCR(X) we have defined so far is already a significant
improvement over contextual rewriting, there is obviously still room for improvement.
A serious limitation is revealed by the situation in which the rewriting context is
Tj -unsatisfiable but notTc-unsatisfiable. When this is the case, theTj -unsatisfiability of the
rewriting context cannot possibly be detected by the reasoning specialist. The occurrence
in the rewriting context of (function) symbols interpreted inTj but not inTc is the main
cause of the problem. The key idea ofaugmentationis to extend the rewriting context
with Tj -valid facts, thereby informing the reasoning specialist about properties of function
symbols it is not aware of. By addingTj -valid facts to the rewriting context, the heuristics
aims at generating aTj -equivalent butTc-unsatisfiable context whoseTj -unsatisfiability
can therefore be detected by the reasoning specialist. The selection of suitableTj -valid
facts is done by looking through the available lemmas.

Example 5 (Augmentation). LetTj be a theory of integer numbers with the usual
interpretation of symbols. LetΣc = Σ j and letΠc, Tc, and be as inExample 3.

Under such hypotheses, both (1) and the following formula

X ≥ 4 → X2 ≤ 2X (3)

are in R (and hence inTj ), but not inTc. Let
√

2n= n and{n ≥ 5,n2 ≥ 2n} be the
focus and the context respectively. Similarly toExamples 1and2, the left-hand side of (1)
does not match with the left-hand side of the focus literal. Unlike the previous examples,
n2 = 2n is not Tc-entailed by the context and therefore the decision procedure cannot
possibly rewrite the focus literal to

√
n2 = n. Notice however thatn2 = 2n is Tj -entailed

by the context. The instance of (3) obtained by substitutingX with n is obviouslyTj -valid
and sincen ≥ 5 occurs in the context,n2 ≤ 2n is Tj -entailed by the context. The fact that
n2 = 2n is Tj -entailed by the context trivially follows from this fact and the observation
thatn2 ≤ 2n occurs in the context. Now, if we extend the context withn2 ≤ 2n we get
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a new context thatTc-entailsn2 = 2n. This enables the decision procedure to rewrite the
focus literal to

√
n2 = n and the reasoning continues as inExample 2.

Notice that the task of establishing thatn2 = 2n is Tj -entailed by the initial context
falls largely beyond the scope of a decision procedure for total orders. The problem is
nevertheless solved thanks to the use of the augmentation heuristics.

In the above example a single lemma (namely (3)) is available and a single instance of
the lemma suffices to detect the unsatisfiability of the constraint store. In the general case,
several lemmas may be available and multiple instances of each lemma can potentially be
helpful in detecting the unsatisfiability of the constraint store. Also, in our example the
conditionn ≥ 4 is immediately found to be a consequence of the constraint store whereas
in the general case augmentation may also be necessary to establish the conditions of the
lemmas. A form of augmentation capable to handle all these situations is obtained by
extending the definition of with the following rule:

(naive-augment)
C Qσ ∅ C cσ c′ {c′} C C′

P C C′

if
(Q→ c) ∈ R, σ is a ground substitution s.t.
cσ is a(Σ j ,Πc)-literal, andQσ e {cσ }.

This inference rule states that the rewriting context can be extended with a new literal
c′ provided that a clause of the form(Q → c) is in R, σ is a ground substitution s.t. the
arguments of the literals inQσ are≺e-smaller than those incσ , the instantiated hypotheses
Qσ can be established, andc′ is the result of (constraint contextual) rewritingcσ . The
rationale for applying to cσ is that rewriting can replace some of the symbols incσ

with symbols the reasoning specialist knows about (e.g. by unfolding definitions), therefore
the addition ofc′ in place ofc enhances the probability of detecting the unsatisfiability.

The problem with the above rule is that it compromises the termination of CCR(X).
We recall fromSection 3.2that for CCR(X) to be terminating, there must exist a well-

founded relation≺cs−extend s.t. for all cs-extend-reductionsP C C′ we

have that〈P,C′〉 ≺cs−extend 〈P,C〉 and if P1 C1 · · · is a maximalcs-

extend-reduction properly occurring inΠ then〈P1,C1〉 ≺cs−extend 〈P,C〉. But this is
not the case in general. For instance, it is possible to have maximalcs-extend-reductions

properly occurring inΠ1 of the form{p} C · · · wherep is s.t.C piσ p

and p ∈ Q. For termination〈{p},C〉 ≺cs−extend 〈P,C〉 must hold, but this is not true in
general (e.g. whenP = {p}).

To retain termination the following, more elaborate, version of augmentation is needed:

(augment)
C′ Qσ ∅ C′ cσ c′{c′} C′ C′′

P C C′′

if
(Q→ c) ∈ R, σ is a ground substitution s.t.
cσ is a(Σ j ,Πc)-literal, 〈P,C, c〉 !→ 〈C′, σ 〉, andQσ e {cσ }
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where〈P,C, c〉 !→ 〈C′, σ 〉 models the functionality of computing a new constraint store
C′ and a ground substitutionσ given a constraint storeC, a finite set of(Σ j ,Π j )-literals
P, and a(Σ j ,Πc,V)-literal c as input.

Selection of constraints
The !→ relation is required to enjoy the following properties6:

(sound.select) if 〈P,C, c〉 !→ 〈C1, σ 〉 thenC �Tc

∧
C1;

(decreasing.select) if 〈P,C, c〉 !→ 〈C1, σ 〉, then

(a) {cσ } (P ∪ C) and
(b) for all P1 (P ∪ C) if P1 C1 C2 then〈P2,C2〉 ≺cs 〈P,C〉 for all

P2 (P ∪ C).

(sound.select) says that the logical content ofC′ is a consequence of the logical content
of C. (decreasing.select) says that the selected constraint,cσ , is not≺e-bigger than any
element inP ∪ C and that〈P2,C2〉 is ≺cs-smaller than〈P,C〉 wheneverP2 (P ∪ C)
and C2 is the result of extendingC1 with P. This property is fundamental for the
termination of CCR(X).

We also put the following additional requirement on≺cs:

(mono.cs-simp) if P′ eP then〈P′,C〉 �cs 〈P,C〉.
The following example shows that the above properties are easily realizable. This

obviously requires a good understanding of the inner workings of the reasoning specialist
for the decidable fragment of choice, but no knowledge of the rewrite or simplification
engines is needed and consequently the design and development of the reasoning specialist
are simplified considerably. This contrasts with the situation inBoyer and Moore(1988)
where the implementations of the reasoning specialist and of the rewriter are deeply
intertwined.

Example 6 (A Reasoning Specialist for Total Orders—continued). LetΠ †
c = {≤, =, �=,

≤†, �=†}. Constraint stores are finite sets of(Σc,Π
†
c )-literals closed w.r.t. the application of

(transitivity) and (antisymmetry). Letr ∈ {≤, �=}, we defineν†(c) = {r †(s, t) : r (s, t) ∈
ν(c)} ∪ {¬r †(s, t) : ¬r (s, t) ∈ ν(c)}. The set of literals represented by a constraint store
C, namely‖C‖, comprises all the(Σc,Πc)-literals occurring in it. This means that the
literals of the forms ≤† t , or s �=† t do not have any logical meaning and they are only
used for control purposes.
〈P,C, c〉 !→ 〈C1, σ 〉 holds iff cσ is a(Σc,Πc)-literal such that args(cσ) ⊆ args(P∪C)

andν†(cσ) � C, and in such a caseC1 = C ∪ ν†(cσ). The rôle of the literals of the form
r †(s, t) is to keep track of the literals currently being added by the augmentation heuristics
and to prevent the selection of previously selected literals. This prevents augmentation
from looping.cs-init(C), cs-unsat(C), and are defined as inExample 3(i.e.

they ignore the literals of the formr †(s, t)).

6 The functionality modelled by!→ is provided by the reasoning specialist and therefore it conceptually belongs
to the list of functionalities given inSection 3.3.
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Since‖C1‖ = ‖C ∪ ν†(cσ)‖ = ‖C‖, (sound.select) is indeed satisfied. We now show
the existence of a well-founded relation≺cs enjoying (mono.cs-simp) and that

and !→ enjoy (decreasing.cs-simp) and (decreasing.select) respectively. To this end we
associate each pair〈P,C〉 with the set of literalsG(P,C) = {r is a (Σc,Π

†
c )-literal :

∀s ∈ args(r ) ∃t ∈ args(P ∪ C) such thats �e t}. We choose≺e in such a way that for
any termt there exists only a finite number of terms≺e-smaller thant .7 This property
guarantees thatG(P,C) has finite cardinality. We then define〈P′,C′〉 ≺cs 〈P,C〉 to hold
iff (G(P′,C′)\C′) ⊂ (G(P,C)\C). It is immediate to see that≺cs enjoys (mono.cs-simp).

To demonstrate that enjoys (decreasing.cs-simp) we must show that

(G(P,C′)\C′) ⊂ (G(P,C)\C) whereC′ is the result of closingC ∪ ν(P) w.r.t. the
application of (transitivity) and (antisymmetry) under the assumption thatν(P) � C. This
readily follows from the observation thatG(P,C′) = G(P,C) andC ⊂ C′.

We are then left with the problem of showing that enjoys (decreasing.select).

To this end let us assume thatC1 and σ are such that〈P,C, c〉 !→ 〈C1, σ 〉. Part (a)
of (decreasing.select) is trivial, we therefore focus on part (b). LetP1, C2, and P2 be
such thatP1 (P ∪ C), P1 C1

∗ C2, and P2 (P ∪ C). We must show that

(G(P2,C2)\C2) ⊂ (G(P,C)\C). From the definition of it readily follows

G(P2,C2) ⊆ G(P,C). Moreover it is easy that see thatC ⊂ C1 and C1 ⊆ C2
and therefore thatC ⊂ C2. From these facts we then have that(G(P2,C2)\C2) ⊆
(G(P,C)\C). Moreover if c′ ∈ ν(cσ), then c′ ∈ (G(P,C)\C) (as c′ ∈ G(P,C)
and c′ /∈ C) and c′ /∈ (G(P2,C2)\C2) (as c′ ∈ C2). This allows us to conclude that
(G(P2,C2)\C2) ⊂ (G(P,C)\C).

4. Properties of constraint contextual rewriting

We are now able to state and prove two key properties of CCR(X): soundness and
termination. LetCC R(X) indicate the CRS containing the inference rulesax-cs-simpand
ax-cs-normalpresented inSection 3.3, the rulescs-simp, cxt-entails, normal, andcrew
presented inSection 3.4, and the ruleaugmentpresented inSection 3.5.

Theorem 4.1 (Termination).CC R(X) is terminating.

Proof. In order to prove the termination of the contextual reduction systemCC R(X), we
must show that there exists a finite family of well-founded relations{≺	}	∈LCCR(X) , where
LCC R(X) = {cs-simp, cs-normal, cs-extend, ccr}, such that for all	 ∈ L and for all

	-reductionsc e e′ we have that (i)〈c,e′〉 ≺	 〈c,e〉 and (ii) if c1 e1 e′1 is a

maximal	-reduction properly occurring inΘ then〈c1,e1〉 ≺	 〈c,e〉. So, first of all, we
need to define a family of well-founded relations indexed overLCC R(X). To this end, let
both 〈C′,e′〉 ≺ccr 〈C,e〉 and〈C′,e′〉 ≺cs−normal 〈C,e〉 be equal to the relation resulting
from the lexicografic combination of the relation〈{e′},C′〉 ≺cs 〈{e},C〉 and the relation

7 Knuth-Bendix orderings and—more generally—polynomial orderings enjoy this property. (See, e.g.
Steinbach(1994) for a good survey on the topic.)
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Table 2
Inference rules ofCC R(X)

(C′ = C ande′ ≺e e). More precisely,〈C′,e′〉 ≺ccr 〈C,e〉 and〈C′,e′〉 ≺cs−normal 〈C,e〉
hold iff 〈{e′},C′〉 ≺cs 〈{e},C〉 or 〈{e′},C′〉 ≈cs 〈{e},C〉, C′ = C, ande′ ≺e e where
≈cs is an equivalence relation compatible with≺cs. We also assume that≺cs−extend and
≺cs−simp are both equal to≺cs. All such relations are well-founded since≺e and≺cs are.
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We notice that proving property (i) above for relations≺cs−simp and≺cs−normal is
trivial from (decreasing.cs-simp) and (decreasing.cs-normal), respectively. Furthermore,

property (ii) vacuously holds for≺cs−simp and≺cs−normal sinceP C · · ·C′

and C e · · ·e′ can only be obtained by applying axiom (ax-cs-simp) and

(ax-cs-normal), respectively, and henceΘ = [ ].
We are left with two cases: the former is associated with labelcs-extend and the latter

with labelccr. First, we prove that all thecs-extend-reductionsP C C′ are

s.t. (i) 〈P,C′〉 ≺cs−extend 〈P,C〉 and (ii) all the maximalcs-extend-reductions of the

form P1 C1 · · · properly occurring inΘ are s.t.〈P1,C1〉 ≺cs−extend 〈P,C〉.
A cs-extend-reductionP C C′ can only be the result of the application of the

rulescs-simpor augment.

• Rulecs-simp. We have thatΘ =
[

P C · · ·C′
]
, i.e. P C C′.8

Condition (i) then follows from (decreasing.cs-simp) by transitivity. Condition (ii) is
vacuously true sinceΘ1 does not contain anycs-extend-reduction.
• Ruleaugment. We have that

Θ =
[
C1 Qσ · · · ∅,C1 cσ · · · c′, {c′} C1 · · ·C′

]

that isC1 p true for all p ∈ Qσ , C1 cσ c′ (and therefore, by the

proviso of rulecrew, c′ �e cσ ), and{c′} C1 C′, where(Q → c) ∈ R,

〈P,C, c〉 !→ 〈C1, σ 〉, andQσ e {cσ }. Let us consider (decreasing.select). From
part (a) we have that{cσ } (P ∪ C) and from part (b) it readily follows that
〈P,C′〉 ≺cs 〈P,C〉 since{c′} {cσ } (P ∪ C) andP (P ∪ C).

By inspecting the available inference rules, it can be easily verified that all
maximal cs-extend-reductions properly occurring inΘ1 andΘ2 are of the form

{q} C1 · · · whereq is a (Σ j ,Π j )-literal �e-smaller thancσ (for the

proviso of ruleaugment). Thus, showing that condition (ii) holds is equivalent to
proving that〈{q},C1〉 ≺cs 〈P,C〉. LetC2 = C1 andP2 = {q} in (decreasing.select).
Since{q} {cσ } (P ∪ C), then we can conclude that〈{q},C1〉 ≺cs 〈P,C〉.

We now prove that all theccr-reductionsC e e′ are s.t. (i)〈C,e′〉 ≺ccr 〈C,e〉 and

(ii) all maximalccr-reductions of the formC1 e1 · · · properly occurring inΘ are s.t.

〈C1,e1〉 ≺ccr 〈C,e〉. A ccr-reductionC e e′ can only be the result of the application

of the rulesnormal, crew, or cxt-entails.

8 Notice thatC′ �= C follows from the implicit condition〈P,C′〉 �= 〈P,C〉—cf. footnote inSection 3.2.
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• Rule normal. We have thatΘ = [ ] and e′ ≺e e. From e′ ≺e e and (mono.cs-
prec) we have that〈{e′},C〉 �cs 〈{e},C〉. Condition (i) readily follows from this
fact. Condition (ii) is vacuously true sinceΘ = [ ] and therefore it cannot possibly
contain anycs-extend-reduction.

• Rule crew. We have thatΘ =
[
C q1 · · · , . . . ,C qn · · ·

]
with qi ≺e e

for i = 1, . . . ,n ande′ ≺e e. By using (mono.cs-prec) we can infer that〈{e′},C〉 �cs

〈{e},C〉 and〈{qi },C〉 �cs 〈{e},C〉 for i = 1, . . . ,n. Conditions (i) and (ii) readily
follow from these facts.

• Rulecxt-entails. We have thate is a(Σ j , Π j )-literal,Θ =
[
{e} C · · ·C′

]
,

and e′ = true. Case (i) readily follows from (mono.cs-prec) and the fact that
true is ≺e-smaller than any other literal. To show that case (ii) holds we ob-
serve that all maximalccr-reductions properly occurring inΘ1 are of the form

C1 c′ · · · with c′ andC1 such that〈{c′},C1〉 ≺cs 〈{e},C〉. Sincee �e e,

then by (mono.cs-prec) we have〈{c′},C1〉 ≺cs 〈{e},C〉. From this it readily follows
〈C1, c′〉 ≺ccr 〈C,e〉. �

The termination of formula simplification, i.e. of the relation, readily follows from

Theorem 4.1.

Theorem 4.2 (Soundness).CC R(X) is sound, i.e.

1. if C e e′, then C�Tj e∼ e′;

2. if P C C′, then P,C �Tj

∧
C′.

Proof. By induction on the structure of the reductions. Let us begin with statement 2 of
the theorem. There are two cases to consider corresponding to the application of the rules
cs-simpand augment. The first case trivially follows from property (sound.cs-simp) of

and the fact thatTc ⊆ Tj . In the second case we must prove thatP,C �Tj

∧
C′′

under the assumption that:

C �Tj

∧
Qσ (4)

C �Tj cσ ↔ c′ (5)

C, c′ �Tj

∧
C′′ (6)

with Q → c ∈ R. The above facts readily follow from the available induction hypotheses,
(sound.select), and the assumptionTc ⊆ Tj . From (4) and the fact thatR ⊆ Tj we can
conclude thatC �Tj cσ and hence (using (5)) thatC �Tj c′. This allows us to simplify (6)
to C �Tj

∧
C′′ from which P,C �Tj

∧
C′′ trivially follows.

As far as the proof of 1 is concerned, we focus on the cases corresponding to the rules
cxt-entailsandcrewsince the cases associated to the remaining rule, namelynormal, can
be trivially derived from property (sound.cs-normal) of cs-normal. The case associated to
the rulecxt-entailscan be reduced to showing thatC �Tj ewheree is a(Σ j ,Πc)-literal. By
induction hypothesis we have thatC,e �Tj

∧
C′ whereC′ is aTj -unsatisfiable constraint
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store for the proviso of rulecxt-entails. This means thatC ∪ {e} is Tj -unsatisfiable and
therefore thatC �Tj e.

The case associated to the rulecrew amounts to showing thatC �Tj s[lσ ] ∼ s[r σ ]
under the induction hypothesisC �Tj

∧
Qσ whereQ → l = r ∈ R. SinceR ⊆ Tj ,

we have that�Tj Q → l = r and hence�Tj Qσ → lσ = r σ . Using the induction
hypothesis we can conclude thatC �Tj lσ = r σ and from this fact it readily follows
C �Tj s[lσ ] ∼ s[r σ ]. �

From Theorem 4.2we can deduce the soundness of formula simplification, i.e. that
� �′ only if �Tj (� ↔ �′).

CCR(X) is obviously not complete as illustrated by the following example (borrowed
from Zhang(1995)). Let R comprise the following two conditional rewrite rules:

q → p(a, X) = false

¬q → p(Y, b) = false

We have that�Tj ¬p(a, b) (recall thatR ⊆ Tj ) but {¬p(a, b)} ∗ {true} does not

hold. Nevertheless CCR(X) can be used as a powerful rule for tautology deletion and
subsumption checking in many proof systems. An interesting issue is whether it preserves
the refutational completeness when used as a simplification rule. A promising approach in
this direction is to extend an analogous result given inZhang(1995) for the simpler case
of contextual rewriting.

5. Mechanization of CCR in RDL

CCR(X) is at the core ofRDL (Armando et al., 2001) (Rewrite and Decision Procedure
Laboratory), an automatic theorem prover equipped with decision procedures for the
quantifier-free theory of equality, for quantifier-free Presburger Arithmetic, and for the
theory resulting from the combination of the two9.

As RDL is implemented in Prolog, we use the Logic Programming paradigm to discuss
the implementation of CCR(X) inRDL. A subset of the Prolog terms are used to denote
the formal entities of CCR(X) and for simplicity we will use the same notation to indicate
both. For instance, the notationc e e′ is used to denote both a CCR(X) sequent and

the Prolog term representing it. If a Prolog terms contains logic (i.e. Prolog) variables in it,
then the term stands for the set of formal entities of CCR(X) represented by all its ground
instances. For instance,C P true (whereP andC are logic variables) stands for the

set of all sequents of the formc p true.

We will make use of the following standard concepts developed in Logic Programming.
Let P be a logic program and letG be agoal, i.e. a finite set of predicates intended
conjunctively; acorrect answer substitutionfor G w.r.t. P is a substitutionσ such that
P � ∀(Gσ) where∀(Gσ) is the universal closure ofGσ . Given a programP and a goal

9 RDL is publicly available at the URL http://www.mrg.dist.unige.it/ccr.
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G the Prolog interpreter will compute the correct anwer substitutionsσ for G w.r.t. P and
we will indicate this with the notationG ❀P σ .

The implementation effort amounted to (i) the definition of a predicate, calledmethod,
for each inference rule of CCR(X), (ii) the implementation of a search-engine looking for
	-normal forms, and (iii) the implementation of the reasoning specialists.

5.1. Methods for CCR(X)

The method associated with the generic inference rule, cf. (2) of Section 3.2, is a 5-tuple
of the form:

method (r, % name of the method
c e e′, % input sequent

pre, % preconditions
[c1 e1 e′1, . . . , cn en e′n], % premises

post) % postconditions

wherepre andpost are finite sequences of Prolog predicates encoding the applicability
conditions of the associated inference rule, cf.Cond in (2). The method states that for all
groundc0 ande0 if there existσi for i = 0, . . . ,n+ 1 such that

1. cσ = c0 andeσ = e0,

2. preσ ❀P σ1,

3. Θi is an	-reduction ofciσi ei σi e′i σi+1 for i = 1, . . . ,n, and

4. postσn+1 ❀P σ
′,

thenc e0 e′oσ ′ is an	-reduction ofe0 in contextc0.

Example 7 (Method for cxt-entails). The method associated with the inference rule cxt-
entails given inSection 3is as follows:

method (cxt-entails,
C P true,

[proposition(P), complementary(P, NP)],
NP C C′,
[cs-unsat(C′)])

wherecs-unsat is the predicate implementing the functionality with the same name of
the reasoning specialist,proposition(P) succeeds iffP is bound to a(Σ j ,Πc)-literal,
complementary(P,NP) succeeds iffP is bound to a literal, sayp, and bindsNP to p.

Thus a method specifies a means to reduce the problem of finding an	-reduction of an
expressione0 in a contextc0 to that of finding an	i -reduction ofeiσi in contextciσi where
σi is a grounding substitution forei andci and i = 1, . . . ,n. This naturally leads to the
search procedure ofFig. 1 for finding 	-normal forms (seeSection 3.2for the definition)
of a given expressione0 in a given contextc0.
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Fig. 1. A depth-first procedure for finding normal forms.

5.2. Implementation of the reasoning specialists

The implementation of a reasoning specialist amounts to building an incremental
decision procedure whose interface functionalities are as specified inSections 3.3and3.5.
In more detail, this amounts to providing an implementation of the predicatescs-init(C)
andcs-unsat(C), methods forP C C′ and C p p′, and an

implementation for the〈P,C, c〉 !→ 〈C′, σ 〉 predicate.
RDL features three such procedures: one for the quantifier-free theory of equality (eq)

based on the algorithm described inShostak(1984), one for quantifier-free Presburger
Arithmetic (la) based on the Fourier–Motzkin elimination method and capable to deduce
the entailed equalities (Lassez and Maher, 1992), and one for the theory resulting from
the combination of the two (eq la) obtained by using Nelson and Oppen’s approach to
combining decision procedures (Nelson and Oppen, 1978).

5.3. Computer experiments

RDL comes equipped with a corpus of over 60 simplification problems drawn from
the literature and other systems’ corpora.Table 3 contains the results of runningRDL
against a representative set of such problems. The column SOURCEindicates the source of
the problem10. The column PROBLEM specifies the problem by giving the formula to be
simplified (rowF) and the available facts (rowR). The three columns collectively headed
by RESULTS and individually headed by the name of a reasoning specialist indicate the
CPU times (in milliseconds) spent byRDL in simplifying the input formula totrue by
using the corresponding reasoning specialist without/with augmentation enabled. Times
correspond to the median value over 10 runs. A value of 10 means that the actual time spent
by RDL was smaller or equal to 10 ms. The symbol “–” indicates a failure in carrying out
the expected simplification totrue. (The times spent in these cases are not significantly
different from the successful ones and therefore are not reported.) Experiments have been
carried out on a 1 GHz PC running Linux and SICStus Prolog 3.8.6.

10An asterisk next to the reference number indicates that the problem is a variant of one drawn from the
corresponding source.
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Table 3
Experimental results withRDL

Source Problem Results
eq la eq la

Zhang(1995)
F {rem(y∗ z,x) = 0,x∗y �= y∗ z,x= 0}

20/20 10/10 60/90
R {U �= 0 → rem(U∗V,U) = 0}

Zhang(1995) ∗ F {rem(y∗ z,x) = 0,x∗y �= z∗y,x= 0} 40/40 30/40 110/220
R {X ∗Y= Y∗X,U �= 0 → rem(U∗V,U) = 0}

Example 1 F {n �≥ 0,n2 �= 2n,
√

2n = n} 10/10 10/10 30/50
R {X ≥ 0 →

√
X2 = X}

Example 2 F {n �≥ 4,n2 − 2n �≥ 0,n2 �≤ 2n,
√

2n =n} −/− 10/10 30/50
R {X≥ 0 →

√
X2 = X}

Example 5
F {n �≥ 5,n2 − 2n �≥ 0,

√
2n = n} −/− −/10 −/60

R X≥ 0 →
√

X2 = X, {X≥ 4 → X2 ≤ 2X}
Boyer and Moore(1988,
p. 95)

F {w �≥ 0,k �≥ 0,z �≥ 0,v �≥ 0,¬memb(z,a),w+ len(a) �≤ k, −/− −/10 −/10
w + len(del(z,a)) <<< k+ v}

R {memb(X,S) → len(del(X,S)) <<< len(S)}
Boyer and Moore(1988,
p. 101)

F {lp+ lt �≤ maxint, i �≤ lt, i+delta1(pat,lp,c) ≤ maxint} −/− −/10 −/10
R {delta1(PAT,LP,C) ≤ LP}

Boyer and Moore(1988,
p. 102)

F {ms(c)+msa2 +ms(b)2 <<< ms(c)+ms(b)2 + 2∗ms(a)2 ∗ms(b)+ms(a)4} −/− −/30 −/60
R {0<<< I → J ≤ I ∗ J,0<<< ms(X)}

Kapur and Nie(1994)
F {¬p(x),z �≤ f(max(x,y)),0 �<�<�< min(x,y), x �≤ max(x,y),max(x,y) �≤ x, −/− −/60 −/80

z<<< g(x)+y}
R {max(X,Y= X→ min(X,Y) = Y,p(X) → f(X) ≤ g(X)}
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The results allow us to evaluate how the “simplification power” and efficiency
of CCR(X) are affected by the change of the reasoning specialist and by disabling
augmentation. The first three problems are solved by all the available reasoning specialists
regardless of the use of augmentation. Notice thatla contributes significantly to the
simplification even if neither the formula to simplify nor the available facts belong to
Presburger Arithmetics. This is due to the ability ofla to deduce the equalities entailed
by the context as well as to normalize expressions w.r.t. the context. The problem from
Example 2requires non-trivial linear arithmetic, thereforeeq is of no help whereas the
problem is solved byla and—of course—also byeq la. Notice that augmentation is not
yet strictly necessary for this problem. However augmentation is required for the remaining
problems. In particular it is worth emphasizing that the problem borrowed from page 102
of Boyer and Moore(1988) contains several nonlinearities but it is nevertheless readily
solved byRDL usingla and augmentation11.

6. Related work

Kapur and Nie(1994) describes the combination of a decision procedure for quantifier-
free Presburger arithmetic and a decision procedure for quantifier-free theory of equality
and the integration of the compound procedure with rewriting using an integration schema
which is essentially that of Boyer and Moore. However, the presentation of the integration
schema is informal and the termination of the resulting form of simplification is not
discussed.

STEP (Manna et al., 1994) features a form of contextual rewriting integrated with a
semi-decision procedure for first-order logic and a set of decision procedures extended
to deal with non-ground constraints (Bjørner et al., 1997; Bjørner, 1998). However the
interplay with rewriting is not addressed. On the other hand, the treatment of non-ground
constraints is a significant extension which we have not yet investigated.

Detlefs et al.(1996) describes a prover which incorporates several decision procedures
following the approach described inNelson and Oppen(1978). A form of augmentation
is implemented via the use ofmatching rules, however the interplay between the decision
procedures and the simplifier is presented informally and it is not guaranteed to terminate.

The work most closely related to ours isJaničić et al. (1999). The paper presents
an approach to the flexible integration of decision procedures into theorem provers by
elaborating and extending the Boyer and Moore ideas. Termination of the resulting form
of simplification is ensured but at the cost of losing much of the efficiency of Boyer and
Moore’s approach.

The Open Mechanized Reasoning Systemsproject (OMRS for short) (Giunchiglia
et al., 1994) provides a specification framework for supporting the activity of composing
reasoning systems. Similarly to OMRS we use a rule-based approach to specifying
reasoning modules. A rational reconstruction of the logic level of the Boyer and Moore’s

11 RDL also features an extended and more powerful form of augmentation, calledaffinization, capable to cope
with several important nonlinearities. However the treatment of this technique goes beyond the scope of this paper
and the interested reader may consultArmando and Ranise(2001).
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integration schema is reported inCoglio et al.(1997). However the presentation is not
abstracted from the specific decision procedure for quantifier-free Presburger arithmetic
and the control issues are not discussed.

In theory reasoning (seeBaumgartner et al.(1992) for an overview), a general-purpose
reasoner is complemented by a background reasoner, which decides satisfiability of
formulae w.r.t. a background theory. Theory reasoning is an elegant deduction paradigm
which allows us to give a unified view of various logical calculi. Our work addresses the
more pragmatic issues of how to integrate decision procedures in larger provers effectively
and how to design decision procedures intended for such a purpose.

Many extensions to constraint solving aiming at a better trade-off between declarativity
and efficiency have been put forward in Constraint Programming. In particular, SoleX
(Monfroy and Ringeissen, 1998) provides a mechanism for the domain independent
extension of constraint solvers to deal with programmer-defined constraints. This work
resembles ours in the rule-based presentation, in the semantical extension of the constraint
rules by means of guarded rewrite rules, and in being domain independent. The main
difference is that in SoleX solvers are not recursively called to establish guards of constraint
rules and therefore the extension mechanism is weaker than that employed in CCR(X).

7. Conclusions

We have presented CCR(X), an abstract integration schema for the incorporation of
decision procedures in formula simplification inspired by Boyer and Moore’s approach
to the problem. CCR(X) enforces a clear separation between rewriting and the decision
procedure. Moreover the services provided by the decision procedure are specified
abstractly (i.e. independently from the theory decided). CCR(X) has been presented by
means of a specification which is modular, declarative, and formal. This has enabled us to
give a rigorous account of the control issues associated with the augmentation heuristics
as well as a formal statement and proof of the soundness and termination properties. We
have also shown that by using CCR(X) as a reference model, the problem of incorporating
decision procedures in formula simplification is reduced to the implementation of a
decision procedure for the fragment of choice whose interface functionalities are as
specified in the paper. To substantiate this claim we have discussed the implementation
of the simplification engine of theRDL prover which is based on CCR(X).
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